READ ME

===MKJL_Team Sheet.xls===
This should be filled in by the clubs.  It will work out the age of the swimmers for the team managers.

===MKJL_GALA_Recorder.xls===
This is used at a gala to record the scores and times.   The list of swimmer names should be copied and pasted (using Paste Special, Values) into the sheet called 'Team Sheet Data' in this file.

There is now a 'Data check' column.  It just checks that you have not put in the same position more than once.

This 'Team Sheet Data' page can also be used as a handy summary for Judges, Whips etc.


===Chief Time Keeper Slips MERGE MASTER.doc===
This is a word Merge document.  It will use that data from the sheet called 'Team Sheet Data' to output slips that the CTK can use.  It will have the names of the swimmers on.


===TimeKeeper Line x CATALOG.docx===
This is also a Word Merge document.  It uses the data in 'Team Sheet Data' to create pages for each lane time keeper.  It will have the names of the swimmers on.  You need to run all 6.


Files updated by Mike Worsfold
Chalfont Otters Swimming Club
20-Oct-13
DISCLAIMER:  Mike will not be able to provide on-going support for these files.  Use them at your own risk.





==============================
OPTIONAL - nothing to do with MKJL, but useful for swimming generally!
===MikesExcelUDFs.xla===
This is an Excel add-in with a few useful custom functions.

	Hundredths2MSH( )
		' Purpose : Converts a long value in hundredths of a second to a corresponding
		' Minutes:Seconds.HundredthsOfASecond string.  Will only work up to 99mins, 59 seconds
		' Accepts : lTimeInHundredthsOfASecond as a long integer
		' Returns : A string which is in the format 'MM:SS.00' for the time.


	MSH2Hundredths( )
		' Purpose : Converts a string value with colons and dots to a corresponding number in Hundredths of a second.
		' Copes with an X prefix for exhibition and "DQ"
		' Accepts : A string which is in one of the following formats:
		'                       "00.00"
		'                     "0:00.00"
		'                    "00:00.00"
		'                      "X00.00"
		'                    "X0:00.00"
		'                   "X00:00.00"
		'                          "DQ"
		'
		' Returns : lTimeInHundredthsOfASecond as a long integer
		' If your value is an Excel time value, use =MSH2Hundredths(TEXT(E2,"mm:ss.00"))  to convert the time to a string first

There are others too, but these are the main ones.

